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Outbursts

Plant et al. (2014)

(e.g. Homan et al. 2001, Fender, Homan & 
Belloni 2009, Dunn et al. 2011)

Hardness-Intensity Diagram

Broad-band (3 – 10 keV) X-ray 
colours change in systematic 
patterns



  

Outbursts

Plant et al. (2014)

(Munoz-Darias, Belloni & Motta 2011)

RMS-Intensity Diagram

Systematic changes in integrated 
fast (0.01 – 100 Hz) X-ray variability 
→ hard states are much more 
variable. Sharper discriminant of 
state changes than X-ray colours.



  

Outbursts

Plant et al. (2014)

(Plant et al. 2014)

Reflection-Intensity Diagram

Coupled changes in the fraction of 
hard X-rays which are reflected by 
the disc → changing geometry



  

(adapted from) Plant et al. (2014)

         Spectral changes                            Geometry                                     Variability



  

In the hard state 
(hard broad 
band spectrum, 
strong 
variability, 
relatively low 
fractional 
reflection) we 
always see flat 
spectrum radio 
emission

Spectral index 
α~0

Blandford & Konigl (1979) … Malzac (2013)

Measure 
polarisation here 

 ordering of →
magnetic field at 
base of jet



The X-ray : radio correlation – we thought it was like this
(e.g. Gallo, Fender & Pooley 2003)



But in fact it is like this (minus Cygnus X-1): Two tracks ?
Maybe... Gallo, Miller & Fender (2012)



  

In the hard state 
(hard broad 
band spectrum, 
strong 
variability, 
relatively low 
fractional 
reflection) we 
always see flat 
spectrum radio 
emission

Radio vs X-ray 
luminosity 
shows nonlinear 
correlation, 
slope 0.6 – 0.7

Corbel et al. (2003), Gallo, Fender & Pooley (2003) 
… [many papers] … Gallo et al. (2014, submitted)

New quiescent detection: 
XTEJ1118+480

Unexplained 
“radio quiet” 
branch



  

How do we know the radio emission is jets?

Synchrotron emission has a maximum brightness temperature of 
1012 K   for a given radio luminosity you can calculate a minimum →
size of the emitting region

For a bright hard, state X-ray binary, the radio emission is spatially 
unresolved but the minimum size (radius) of the emitting region is 
~1012 cm:

A relativistic plasma bigger 
than the binary could not 
be contained by it... would 
expand away very rapidly 

 → must be continuously 
replenished and 
outflowing (  “jet”)→



  

(pseudo-)steady jets 
occur in the hard 
state

Stirling et al. VLBA (2001)

In fact we do sometimes really see the jets...



  

receding

Transient relativistic 
ejections occur 
during state 
transitions...

(pseudo-)steady jets 
occur in the hard 
state

Stirling et al. VLBA (2001)

Fender et al. 
MERLIN
(1999)



  

How powerful 
can these jets 
be?

Simultaneous mm and 
IR flares from GRS 
1915+105

The similarity of the 
flare profile at all 
wavelengths (including 
radio) is hard to explain 
– it certainly implies 
expansion losses (not 
radiative) are the 
'cooling' mechanism. 

This gives us an extra  
constraint on both 
models and the energy / 
B field calculations

E
e
  ~ B-3/2E

B
 ~ B2

B
max

Fender & Pooley



  

In this case we applied extra steps given our knowledge of the system and 
considered different cases

– if the ejecta were moving relativistically, need to correct for relativistic 
Doppler shift (Γ-1[1 – β cos θ]-1)   of observed radiation and multiply derived 
minimum energy and power by the bulk Lorentz factor Γ

– under the assumption that for each electron there was a 'cold' proton, we 
need to add in their mass and the extra kinetic energy required

– we also considered filling factors of 1%, 10% and 100%

The numbers are very large in the case of Γ=5 and a baryonic flow, P is > 100 L
E d d

What does this mean ? There are no protons  pair jet ? →
But see Diaz-Trigo et al. 2013



  

Other methods ? 

In rare cases we can use the ISM as a calorimeter

Cygnus X-1: small scale one-sided jet aligned with large-scale radio / 
optical lobe. Appears that jet is distorting part of nearby HII region.

Gallo et al.



  

The nebula aligns with the 
core jet

Observations in O [III] – a 
tracer of shocked gas – 
show the bow shock but not 
the rest of the H II region

Application of jet models 
indicate that

L
j e t

 ~ L
 X

and that the central 'void' 
should be filled with 
synchrotron plasma and the 
outer shell should be 
expanding at ~100 km/s

Russell et al.



  

..the core radio luminosity ... 
(Koerding, Fender & Migliari 2006, 
Merloni et al. 2003, 07, 08)

We can (attempt to) scale radio 
luminosity to kinetic power 

..the available 
Bondi accretion 
luminosity (Allen 
et al. 2006)

.. from lobes – both from 
synchrotron minimum energy 
estimates and from 
mechanical cavity estimates
(La Franca et al. 2010)

binaries

AGN

AGN

All of these methods get
roughly the same answer 

for binaries and AGN

Jets carry about ~10% of 
available accretion power in 

all jet sources!

All of these methods get
roughly the same answer 

for binaries and AGN

Jets carry about ~10% of 
available accretion power in 

all jet sources!



  

GRO J1655-40 / 
soft intermediate state 6.966 (Fe XXVI)

6.7 (Fe XXV)

6.4 keV

Miller et al. (2008)
Ponti, Fender et al. (2012)

Lines are blue-shifted by ~1000 km s-1 

Not just jets, also winds...



  

GRO J1655-40 / 
soft intermediate state 6.966 (Fe XXVI)

6.7 (Fe XXV)

6.4 keV

Miller et al. (2008)
Ponti, Fender et al. (2012)

Lines are blue-shifted by ~1000 km s-1 

Not just jets, also winds...



  
Ponti, Fender et al. (2012) inspired by Neilsen & Lee (2009)

JETSNO JETS



  
Ponti, Fender et al. (2012)



  Ponti, Fender et al. (2012)
See also Neilsen & Lee (2009) --- rapid jet on/wind off  jet off/wind on transitions→

Note most wind detections are during 
bright states shortly after transition



  

Is >75% of the mass 
lost 10 000 km from 
the black hole?

Under some (reasonable) 
assumptions, and 
measuring ionisation from 
Fe XXV / XXVI line ratio, 
we can estimate mass 
outflow rate in wind

(this will allow us to 
calculate kinetic power 
later, as we direclty 
measure the velocity)

Ponti, Fender et al. (2012)



  

Black hole accretion – feedback  
phenomenology: unified picture 

Radio observations 
in hard X-ray  state 
reveal flat-spectrum 
unresolved core. 
L

radio
 ~ L

X

0.6

 → steady self-
absorbed jet (like 
AGN cores – 
especially LLAGN)

Radio 
observations in 
soft X-ray state do 
not detect this 
core component

 → central jet 
power reduced by 
a factor of >100
(like most QSOs)

During the transition major resolved ejections occur (RG,FR[I]I)

Fender et al. 
(2004, 2009)

Fender & Belloni 
(Science, 2012)



  

Black hole accretion – feedback  
phenomenology: the movie Flat spectrum 

radio emission:
Stable/hard
Jet/no wind

Unstable 
Erratic jet

No core radio 
emission:
Stable/soft
Wind/no jet

Radio flare -
Relativistic 
ejection



  

Black hole jet phenomenology from 
X-ray and radio observations Flat spectrum 

radio emission:
Stable/hard
Jet/no wind

Unstable 
Erratic jet

No core radio 
emission:
Stable/soft
Wind/no jet

Radio flare -
Relativistic 
ejection



  

Neutron star binaries



  

Do neutron star binaries behave 
similarly? or is there something special 
about black holes?

If NS are the same, then accretion/feedback modes do not care 
(to zeroth order) about presence of a solid, radiating, surface 
(which has, at some level, an anchored magnetic field)



  

The NS transient Aql X-1 was known 
to show BH-like behaviour for some 
time but how common is this? 

Maccarone & Coppi (2003)
Munoz-Darias, Fender et al. (2014)



  

Munoz-Darias, Fender et al. (2014)



  

Munoz-Darias, Fender et al. (2014)



  

Neutron star binary jets? yes

Fomalont et al. (2001)

In the Z-source Sco X-1 midly relativistic (~0.3c) ejecta are 
aperiodically re-energised by an unseen flow moving at >0.9c 

Similar behaviour seen in Cir X-1 (NS) and (maybe) SS433
This may be a unique property of neutron stars



  

Neutron star binary winds?

Ponti, Munoz-Darias & Fender (2014)
Ponti et al. (2014)

Strong empirical evidence
that neutron stars produce

X-ray absorbing winds
just in soft states

Just like black holes

yes



  

Neutron star behaviour is very similar to black hole behaviour
 → whatever your model for states / jet production etc it better 

work for solid surfaces too (e.g. “MAD” models...)



  

Back to black holes:
So what's the cumulative feedback over an outburst?

Take an outburst, model it to get a 
continuous lightcurve (in this case 
multiple Gaussians – Coriat, Fender & 
Dubus 2012)

Determine state change points 
(sharpest from timing)

Hard         Soft    Hard



  

Inferring mass accretion rate from radiation

1. In soft state assume radiatively efficient 
 → m-dot = L / (0.1 c2)

2. In hard state assume same at hard  soft state →
transition but efficiency falling linearly with 
accretion rate below that (  L ~ m-dot→ 2  accretion →
rate not falling as quickly as you think it is)

troublesome 
discontinuity

Lo
g1

0 
(a

cc
re

tio
n 

ra
te

) 
g 

s-1



  

Connecting jet power to accretion rate/state

Assume powerful jet only on in the hard states, and 
that at hard  soft state transition jet power is 10% →
of radiative luminosity (consistent with Cyg X-1)

Assume that jet power scales linearly with 
accretion rate (theory + some obs evidence)

Lo
g1

0 
(k

in
et

ic
 p

ow
er

) 
er

g 
s-1



  

Connecting jet power to accretion rate/state

Assume powerful jet only on in the hard states, and 
that at hard  soft state transition jet power is 10% →
of radiative luminosity (consistent with Cyg X-1)

Assume that jet power scales linearly with 
accretion rate (theory + some obs evidence)
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The wind: we have estimates of mass outflow 
rate and measurements of velocity

Consider moderately extreme case where mass 
outflow rate is three times inner accretion rate, 
throughout the entire soft state

Even in this case wind cannot touch jet for KE

Lo
g1

0 
(k

in
et

ic
 p

ow
er

) 
er

g 
s-1



  

… but its interesting to think about where the mass 
might go ...

This is probably not important for the local medium
(total momentum input about 10-9 of a supernova...)

But wind could play role in limiting outbursts
(already suggested in Ponti et al. 2012)



  

XTE J1150-564
Discontinuity persists:
Bright hard states are 
not radiatively inefficient



  

Important for 
feedback to 
environment?

Effect on the 
accretion 
process?

Jets Yes! The most important 
feedback component.

Can inform our 
understanding of 
accretion:jet connection 
in AGN

Unclear: accretion flows 
with jets are dominated 
by Comptonisation but 
do not have to be 
radiatively inefficient

Winds Not really. 

No equivalent of the very 
powerful optically thick 
AGN winds?

Potentially, very. If disc 
wind stays on with high 
mass loss rate during 
soft state this can 
dramatically curtail 
outburst (and hence 
intergrated feedback)



  

So what's the importance of these winds and jets?

Important for 
feedback to 
environment?

Effect on the 
accretion 
process?

Jets Yes! The most important 
feedback component.

Can inform our 
understanding of 
accretion:jet connection 
in AGN

Unclear: accretion flows 
with jets are dominated 
by Comptonisation but 
do not have to be 
radiatively inefficient

Winds Not really. 

No equivalent of the very 
powerful optically thick 
AGN winds?

Potentially, very. If disc 
wind stays on with high 
mass loss rate during 
soft state this can 
dramatically curtail 
outburst (and hence 
intergrated feedback)
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accretion:jet connection 
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by Comptonisation but 
do not have to be 
radiatively inefficient
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No equivalent of the very 
powerful optically thick 
AGN winds?
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wind stays on with high 
mass loss rate during 
soft state this can 
dramatically curtail 
outburst (and hence 
intergrated feedback)



  

>75% mass loss

If switch to soft state 
corresponds to ≥75% of mass 
outside of Compton Radius 
(~1000 R

G
) being ejected 

then this has many 
implications:

e.g. sources which do not 
enter the soft state should 
accrete a larger fraction of 
maximum possible disc mass 
than those which do

There may be evidence for this!
(Coriat et al. in prep)

We need more X-ray spectroscopy 
deep in soft states to see how long 
wind persists



  

Open issues I

Do AGN behave just like X-ray binaries?



  

(Colour scale is radio loudness)

Is AGN accretion/jet coupling like binaries?              
(Koerding, Jester & Fender (2006)

Simulated ensemble 
of X-ray binaries

SDSS quasars + 
LLAGN

All disc                                                                  All power-law

Needs redoing with bigger 
sample, better understanding 
of selection effects



  

Open issues II

Does spin power jets?



Two tracks ? Just like radio:loud and radio:quiet AGN?
High spin and low spin? 

Unfortunately some 
sources cross the 
tracks...



Many of these sources 
have reported spin 
measurements from Fe 
line and disc fitting – we 
can compare directly to 
the radio loudness

Unlike in AGN there are a set of reported spin measurements for these source



  

● Fender et al. (2010) and 
Russell et al. (2013) do 
not find any statistically 
significant correlation 
between reported spins 
and jets powers

● Narayan & McClintock 
(2012) claim they do, for 
transient jets

● This will settle down with 
more data....



  

Open issues III, IV...

Are jets always/never/sometimes baryonic?

What is the origin of the two tracks in the 
radio:X-ray plane?

What can we learn from Tidal Disruption 
Events (TDEs)?

How are jets formed...?



  

L
spin

 + ηmc2 ~ L rad
 + Lkin

 + Ladv

Fin. 
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